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S1B REQUIREMENTS
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Requirements for S1B Vehicle

• Smallest body diameter must be not less than
18 mm for at least 75% of the overall length of each 
stage
– Rule 2.4.3

• Minimum diameter = 40 mm for at least of 50% of 
the overall length 
– Rule 2.4.4

• Minimum overall length = 500 mm (19.69 in)
– Rule 2.4.4

• Maximum weight = 60 gr (2.116 oz)
– Rule 5.3

Reference: FAI Code, 2009 Edition
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2009 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
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S1A and S1B Results from the
2009 European Championships
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S1A and S1B Results from the
2009 European Championships
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2009 Results – S1B

• Visual impression of S1B results graph…
– One group of S1B flights went to ~400 meters
– Another group of S1B flights went to ~500 meters
– Only three few flights exceeded 600 meters

• Questions
– Is >600 m flight feasible?
– Were >600 m altitudes due to tracking anomalies?
– Is piston launcher or staging “enhancement” required to 

achieve super altitudes?
• Black powder or pyrodex added to assure ignition of 

piston launcher and/or staging may add performance
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EUROPEAN AND U.S. ENGINES
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U.S. Small Engine Selection Is Limited

No “A” or “1/2A” booster engines
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“Delta” Engines Are Ideal for S1

Small size (10.5mm diameter)
Unique fractional “A” and “B” engines
Long delay times
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Serbian “ULTRA” Engines
Are An Alternative
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VEHICLE SIZING OPTIMIZATION
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Considerations for an
Optimum S1B Vehicle

• Maximize altitude
– Engines
– Drag
– Weight
– Launcher & staging

• Satisfy requirements
– ≥ 500 mm length
– ≥ 40 mm diam for 50% of 

total length
– ≥ 18 mm diam for 75% of 

length of each stage
Competitive FAI models by Antonio Mazzaracchio

http://www.antoniomazzaracchio.it/index_file/Page1007.htm

S1B
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The Fundamentals
• Staging required for a high performance S1 vehicle

– Drop the large 40mm booster stage as soon as possible
• Upper stage should be minimum size

– Minimize drag
• Upper stage should have optimum weight

– Tracking powder (if optical tracking)
– Altimeter (if electronic tracking)

• Vehicle should use optimum engines
– “Delta” engines: [1/4A + 7/8B] or [1/2A + 3/4B]

• Vehicle should have high but not necessarily 
ultimate reliability
– Three opportunities to make a qualified flight
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Use Excel Spreadsheet with “Solver” 
Optimizer to Minimize Surface Area

Assume that weight and drag are proportional to surface area

Can try other values using S1B_Optimization.xlsx

Note: solution says optimum Stage 2 has no boattail
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DRAG REDUCTION
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Bob Parks Examined Extending the 
Engine to Reduce Base Drag
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Bob’s CFD Analysis Using FLUENT
B
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Extended Engine Reduced Base Drag

Extended engine produces a boattail-like effect
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Comments by Bob Parks
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ROCKSIM RESULTS
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Use RockSim to Simulate
European S1B Results

Used program defaults for weight and drag calculations
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RockSim Results

• Simulations look at engine combinations and wind
– Simulations 1+2 = no wind
– Simulations 3+4 = light wind (3-7 MPH)
– Simulations 5+6 = slightly breezy (8-14 MPH)
– Simulations 7+8 = breezy (15-25 MPH)

Note: Using U.S. engines (A10T and A3-4T), altitude is only ~1,200 ft (~370 m)
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Discussion of RockSim Results

• Rerunning the simulations provided similar results
– More variation in the high wind conditions (as expected)

• 1/4A with 7/8B provided highest altitude
– Needs very low winds to avoid weathercocking of booster

• 1/2A with 3/4B provides better reliability across 
wide range of wind conditions

• Aerodynamic stability margin varied widely 
depending if Barrowman or RockSim method used
– Interference effects, fins on a boattail

• Additional weight in booster had small effect on 
maximum altitude
– Consider electronic ignition of upper stage?
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
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Summary and Discussion
• It’s feasible to achieve 600+ meter altitudes (*)

– Need “Delta” motors and optimized upper stage
– Optimized booster not as critical

• Weathercocking critical for two stage vehicle
– Select motors based on wind conditions
– Consider bringing a single stage vehicle as a backup

in case of high winds
• Consider extended engine in upper stage

– May reduce base drag by boattail-ish effect
• Results based on 0.25 oz “payload”

– Tracking powder or lightweight altimeter
– Effect of heavier altimeter unknown

(*) Assumes that RockSim calculation of drag coefficient is correct
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S1 Might Be An Opportunity for the U.S.

• Reviewed issues of Interspace newsletter from
January ‘06 through Autumn ’09

• S1 is only reported for two European contests
– 2006 WSMC S1B: 1st = 622 m, 2nd = 601 m, 3rd = 575 m
– Other contest lists winners but not their altitudes

• Perhaps S1 isn’t flown very often “over there”
– Like in U.S., tracking events can be a lot of work
– Timing events are easier 

• The big challenge for U.S. will be practicing 
without having European engines available
– Perhaps using electronic staging might be a good idea 

unless old stocks of A3-0 engines can be found
Note: old A3-0 engines can be legally flow via special process from NAR
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Altimeters Might Be a Wild Card

• It appears probable (but not certain) that some 
kind of electronic altimeter will be used for S1 (and 
S5?) at the 2010 WSMC

• We’ll have to wait to see what is decided
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